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Montpelier Plantation.
Like a ripple in a pond, the influence of Thomas Jefferson, the architect, on classical architecture
is widely known. Its prevalence is especially felt in his own neighborhood, counties like
Albemarle, Orange and Clarke of western Virginia, an area where one discovers three centuries
of glorious classical houses, let alone the finest university campus in America. Whether
Jefferson was the designer of the University of Virginia or his own Monticello and Poplar Forest,
or the man of architectural ideas offered to family and friends who were planning houses, his
imprint remained strongly evident. Even some area houses designed by later architects reveal
something of the Jeffersonian character.
What is that imprint, one that he would hold steadfastly throughout his life? He was instinctively
attracted by the idea of the circular pattern, as opposed to the usual rectangular ones of the earlier
Georgian era. House plans, he advocated, should incorporate principal rooms and details
arranged around a central core, some designed in the shapes of octagons (the “Sky Room” at
Monticello), semi-octagons (Monticello’s parlor), circles (the Rotunda at the university and the
bull’s eye windows at Farmington) or ovals (the drawing room at Redlands or the Blue Room at
the White House).
In addition, proof of Jefferson’s passion for the classical is found in such documents as the letter
Colonel Isaac Coles wrote to John Hartwell Cocke in 1816: “With Mr. Jefferson I conversed at
length on the subject of architecture. Palladio, he said ‘was the bible.’ You should get it and

stick close to it…He is a great advocate of light and air – as you predicted he was for giving you
Octagons…”
Like the great Andrea Palladio, Jefferson, who owned an English translation of his mentor’s I
Quattro Libri (The Four Books on Architecture), cherished the lessons to be learned from ancient
Roman architecture, especially the columned temple, an architectural theme seen throughout the
Charlottesville area (Farmington for one) and certainly in settled regions of the nation starting in
the early 19th century.

(l.) Vitruvius House. (r.) Blue Ridge Farm.
The Institute of Classical Architecture & Art invites you to join a four-day tour from Thursday,
May 5 to Sunday, May 8 of some of the Charlottesville area’s finest examples of classical
architecture with a focus on private homes and historic houses from Montpelier Plantation, the
home of James and Dolley Madison, an extraordinary restoration project, to Vitruvius House, a
21st century inspiration based on Palladio’s Villa Badoer. In between we will also visit such sites
as Blue Ridge Farm by William Lawrence Bottomley, Mount Sharon and its extraordinary
gardens by Charles Stick, Redlands with its Georgian and Federal facades and beautiful interiors
along with many more.

(l.) Redlands. (r.) Farmington.\

Mount Sharon House and Garden.
Our expert lecturer and tour guide will be K. Edward Lay, Cary D. Langhorne Professor
Emeritus of Architecture, University of Virginia with additional input from Calder Loth, retired
senior architectural historian of the Virginia Department of Historic Resources.
The tour will include a reception at Vitruvius House, other private functions and three-night
accommodations at the four-star Boar’s Head Inn located on a 573-acre estate.
For further information, contact Tom Hayes, director of Classical Excursions,
tom@classicalexcursions.com, 413-243-4155.
Due to the private nature of many of the tour sites, they are subject to change while others will
be added.

